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Abstract 
In a prior study infants habituated to an audio-only labial or 
alveolar, native English voiceless or non-native ejective stop, 
then saw silent videos of stops at each place [1]. 4-month-olds 
gazed more at congruent videos for native and non-native 
stops. 11-month-olds preferred congruence for native stops but 
incongruence for non-native ejectives, suggesting language 
experience biases but does not block detection of non-native 
A➝V speech relations. But as English adults perceive 
ejectives as deviant stops [2], we asked whether infants detect 
A➝V congruence in non-native phones adults hear as 
nonspeech, i.e., click consonants [3-6]. 4-month-olds preferred 
incongruency; 11-month-olds showed no preference. We posit 
that infants prefer A➝V congruency for phones heard as 
native-like speech; prefer incongruency for phones heard as 
speech that deviates from native segments; notice extreme 
deviance earlier (clicks: 4 mo; ejectives: 11 mo); and later 
treat very deviant phones as discriminable nonspeech sounds 
[3, 4] that are unrelated to visual speech. Results are at odds 
with existing AV models, but may be handled by a hybrid of 
Amodal Articulatory and Intersensory Narrowing views. 

Index Terms: infant speech perception, cross-modal, 
articulatory phonology, non-native contrasts, click consonants 

1. Introduction 
Adult perception of acoustic speech is systematically 
influenced by visible articulatory information when the 
talker’s face is perceptually available. For example, perception 
of speech embedded in noise improves substantially if the 
talking face is presented synchronously [7]. Also, if a face 
articulates one vowel simultaneously with audio presentation 
of a different vowel, listeners perceive a vowel that falls in 
between the two in vowel space [8]. And in the “McGurk 
effect,” an audio consonant’s perceived place of articulation 
instead changes categorically if an incongruous (phonetically-
conflicting) consonant is presented synchronously [9]. 

Young infants’ perception of speech is also systematically 
affected by talking faces. When presented with a pair of 
talking faces synchronized to an audio vowel that matches 
what only one of the faces is articulating, 6-month-olds look 
longer at the matching face [10, 11]. Also, 6-month-olds can 
learn to categorically discriminate audio items from a 
synthetic continuum for a perceptually-difficult consonant 
place of articulation distinction only if they had been pre-
familiarized with each audio item on the continuum 
synchronized with the visual articulation that corresponded to 
the item’s correct phonological category. If infants were 
instead pre-familiarized to the audio items synchronized with a 
face that always produced the same, single consonant, they 

were unable to discriminate the audio consonant contrast 
afterwards [12]. McGurk effects for consonant perception 
have also been demonstrated in infants [13-15]. Thus, visual 
speech contributes to perceived place of articulation by infants 
as well as adults. Sensitivity to visual aspects of speech is 
evident very early in infant development [11, 16, 17], and 
appears to play a central role in language acquisition [18] and 
perceptual attunement to native speech. For example, at 6 
months, monolingual infants can discriminate between the 
languages of a bilingual speaker, based on her silent talking 
face alone. However, they fail to do so at 8 months, whereas 
simultaneous-bilingual infants can visually differentiate the 
bilingual’s two languages at both ages [19]. 

The core issue of exactly what information infants extract 
from audiovisual (AV) speech that allows them to recognize 
place of articulation correspondence between audio and video 
signals has not been the focus of direct study until quite 
recently. Instead it has simply been assumed that auditory 
perceptual processes handle the acoustic speech signal, visual 
processes handle the optical signal from the talking face, and 
some mediating mechanism must interrelate the two 
incommensurate forms of information. Two existing 
theoretical accounts are based on those assumptions, the 
Learned Association view [11, 17, 20, 21] and the Intersensory 
Perceptual Narrowing view [22]. A third account, the Amodal 
Articulatory view [1] is instead founded on the alternative 
premise that infants perceive a common form of information 
carried across the multiple modalities shaped by an act of 
speech. All three accounts address developmental changes in 
infant AV speech perception, and all posit that the perceived 
relationship between audio and visual speech information is 
reshaped by language-specific experience, which is compatible 
with well-known findings of developmental decline in infants’ 
audio-only discrimination of many non-native speech contrasts 
by 10-12 months [e.g., 23-26]. Importantly for the present 
study, however, that decline does not occur for all types of 
non-native audio speech contrasts [3-4, 27]. The Learned 
Association account postulates that visual information affects 
speech perception via learned associations between 
fundamentally auditory representations of speech and the 
visual patterns of the talking faces that co-occur in synchrony 
with those audio patterns [11, 17, 20, 21]. According to the 
Learned Association premise, linked A-V representations 
should form and strengthen over time for repeatedly co-
experienced A-V pairings in native speech, but of course no 
associations can form for non-native A-V pairings that are 
lacking from the infant’s experience. The second account, 
Intersensory Perceptual Narrowing, posits an opposing 
direction of developmental change. Infants < 6-8 months 
possess universal and domain-general sensitivity to 
intersensory relations in multimodal speech, but as a result of 
language-specific experience, intermodal sensitivity becomes 
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selectively tuned to only native AV correspondences by 11 
months [22]. We recently proposed a third view, attunement of 
Amodal Articulatory Perception, which is based on the 
Perceptual Assimilation Model of native speech attunement 
[PAM: 28, 29] in combination with the Articulatory Organ 
Hypothesis [AOH: 30]. Both PAM and its conjunction with 
AOH had been examined only with audio speech [e.g., 27, 31] 
until recently [1], when we extended that approach to the 
examination of perceptual attunement to cross-modal speech 
perception in infants. The central hypotheses of the Amodal 
Articulatory model are that humans extract amodal 
articulatory information from any and all relevant stimulus 
modalities (e.g., acoustic, optical, haptic) that are shaped by 
the actions of the speech articulators [31]; that this is true for 
infant perceivers [29], who easily discriminate distinctions 
between two different articulatory organs (e.g., lips versus 
tongue tip) [27, 32] but have difficulty detecting place of 
articulation distinctions made by a single articulator (e.g., 
dental versus retroflex stops are both achieved by gestures of 
the tongue tip). Between-organ distinctions provide universal 
primitives of phonetic contrast that are perceptually accessible 
even to newborns, but they are expected to remain easily 
discriminated across development even for non-native 
contrasts, that is, even if the perceiver has had no prior 
experience with them. As we have argued previously [1], it is 
for these reasons that between-organ distinctions must be used 
to distinguish among the predictions of the three theoretical 
models of developmental changes in infants’ perception of A-
V relations in speech. 

Resolving among the three accounts also requires that tests of 
AV speech perception assess inter-modal recognition (also 
referred to as cross-modal “transfer”) of the common 
information that underlies audio-only and video-only tokens of 
a given articulatory target, rather than simple match-detection 
(or McGurk effects) in synchronous bimodal AV speech. 
Under synchronous bimodal conditions, one modality can 
directly influence (“capture”) the other modality in perception, 
making it difficult to determine whether or not the perceiver 
detected the same type of information in each modality. 
Previous infant AV speech perception studies had been limited 
by their use of bimodal stimuli (synchronous bimodal match or 
synchronous McGurk mismatch), except for two studies. One 
was the report on Intersensory Perceptual Narrowing, which 
used an intermodal task (i.e., cross-modal transfer) to assess 
consonant recognition under A➝V conditions (audio-only 
habituation to a single consonant followed by preference test 
trials using two video-only choices, the habituated consonant 
versus a new non-habituated consonant)  [22]. The other was 
our own prior study [1], which had used an analogous 
intermodal A➝V procedure. Importantly, the Intersensory 
Narrowing study [22] had examined developmental change in 
cross-modal perception of a within-organ consonant contrast, 
the type posited by our Amodal Articulatory view to be highly 
susceptible to experiential tuning and therefore difficult for 
older infants to discriminate if it is non-native. The problem 
from our perspective was that a failure to discriminate a non-
native audio-only habituation stimulus would necessarily 
result in failure to detect phonetic match or mismatch in the 
subsequent video consonants, even if the videos were 
discriminable on their own. That is, if a non-native within-
organ contrast is used, it is not possible, even with a cross-
modal task, to differentiate between two possible causes, i.e., 
whether the decline by 11 months in AV matching for the non-
native contrast is due to intersensory narrowing, as those 
authors argued, or is instead simply due to unimodal auditory 
attunement to the native language (referred to as “narrowing” 

in certain current descriptions of developmental decline in 
discrimination of non-native contrasts). A decline in unimodal 
auditory perception of speech makes hearing the contrast 
difficult and for that reason would prevent visual matching 
even for visual distinctions that might be nonetheless 
discriminable on their own (e.g., the bilabial versus labiodental 
articulation between /b/-/v/, which was used in [22]). 

To tease apart the three theoretical accounts, in our previous 
report [1] we examined cross-modal perception of both non-
native and native between-organ stop consonant place of 
articulation (POA) contrasts by 4-month-olds, whose 
perception of audio-only speech is minimally influenced by 
language experience, versus 11-month-olds, who already 
display strong audio-only influences from the native language 
[e.g., 3-4, 23-27]. The procedure we developed measured 
infants’ sensitivity to articulator congruency versus 
incongruency between an audio-only token of one or the other 
member of the target contrast to which they had been 
habituated, and the following series of test trials in which 
video-only (silent talking face) tokens of both members of the 
target contrast were presented. The audio-only habituation 
phase and the video-only test trials were separated in time by 
intervening silent video “buffer” trials of the same talker 
producing eyeblinks. The participants were Australian 
English-learning infants, and our target contrasts were a native 
English voiceless stop consonant distinction and a non-native 
Tigrinya (Ethiopia) ejective stop distinction, each of which 
contrasted the same two speech articulators, the lips versus the 
tongue tip. For both the native and the non-native stop 
distinctions, 4-month-olds showed a preference for silent-
video test trials that displayed articulatory congruency with the 
audio consonant they had just habituated to, but only if the 
congruent face was in 1st test trial. 11-month-olds showed the 
same effect for native stops but a comparable incongruency 
preference for non-native ejectives. Thus, both ages detected 
A➝V congruency in nativeand non-native speech, with a 
reversed direction of preference for non-native stops in older 
infants. The findings were inconsistent with Learned 
Association predictions of improved recognition of AV 
congruency between 4 and 11 months for the native contrast 
and no AV congruency recognition for the non-native contrast 
at either age, as well as with Intersensory Perceptual 
Narrowing predictions of loss of sensitivity to AV congruency 
for the non-native contrast between 4 and 11 months. 
However, the Amodal Articulatory prediction was upheld that 
both ages would be sensitive to AV congruency for both 
native and non-native between-organ contrasts. 

However, the non-native stimuli for that study leave open the 
possibility that the outcome we obtained is specific to 
perceiving the target materials as speech. Consider that adult 
English speakers perceptually assimilate non-native Tigrinya 
ejective stops as deviant exemplars of native voiceless stops 
[2]. They perceptually relate them to native stop consonants. It 
may be that Amodal Articulatory perception is restricted to 
detecting A➝V congruency only in stimuli that are perceived 
as speech(like). That is, cross-modal articulatory matching 
may extend to non-native consonants only if the perceiver 
assimilates them to native consonants, i.e., hears them as 
speech. And if this is the case, it could in turn carry 
implications for the Intersensory Narrowing account. That is, 
Intersensory Narrowing could possibly occur for older infants 
in the case of non-native stimuli that fail to meet the criterion 
of being perceived as speech. Therefore, it is important to tests 
this possibility, i.e., to determine whether infant’s sensitivity 
to A➝V congruency in non-native consonants is limited to 
those that are assimilated to native speech, or extends as well 
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to the rarer cases of non-native consonants that are perceived 
as nonspeech. The click consonants used in certain southern 
African languages including Zulu and !Xoo, meet the criterion 
of being heard by English speakers as nonspeech sounds that 
are non-assimilable to any native consonants [3-6, 33]. !Xoo is 
quite rich in clicks, and is one of the few click languages that 
uses the bilabial place, which we needed for the lip versus 
tongue tip between-organ comparison. !Xoo also has many 
“phonetic accompaniments” incorporated with its clicks, such 
as velar frication, which further enhance the nonspeechlike 
quality of clicks for English listeners. Therefore, we employed 
audio recordings of the !Xoo velar-fricated bilabial vs dental 
click contrast to test new groups of Australian English-
learning infants, using the same task and ages as in the prior 
study [1]. 

2. Experiment: Non-native !Xoo clicks 
While English-learning infants can discriminate audio-only 
non-native click consonants even at 10-14 months of age [3-
4], they have no experience with click consonants in native 
speech. Therefore, the Learned Association account would 
predict that neither 4- nor 11-month-olds will have formed 
visual speech categories or auditory categories, i.e.,, they will 
have no learned AV associations for clicks. Therefore, it 
should predict that neither age group will show a systematic 
relationship between the audio click to which they have 
habituated and any preference between the two silent faces in 
the test phase. The Intersensory Narrowing account instead 
posits that because younger infants show universal sensitivity 
to intermodal relations in speech they should accordingly 
recognize AV relations in clicks, i.e., they should prefer the 
talking face that matches the articulation of the audio syllable 
to which they have habituated. By 11 months, however, due to 
intersensory narrowing infants should no longer show 
systematic face preferences after habituating to either audio 
click, because they lack intersensory experience with clicks. 
The Amodal account posits that neither associative learning 
nor intersensory narrowing affect detection of AV congruency 
for between-organ contrasts, whether native or non-native. 
Because the non-native click contrast used in this study 
contrasts lip versus tongue tip articulatory gestures, then, both 
ages should be detect cross-modal correspondences between 
the audio-only and silent video stimuli. That is, both 4- and 
11-month-olds should show systematic preferences between 
the test faces that depend on which audio click they habituated 
to. Nonetheless, the Amodal account predicts that the exact 
pattern of face preference should differ between ages due to 
differences in extent of native language experience. It is 
important to note, in this light, that the bilabial and alveolar 
stops used for the video-only test stimuli correspond well to 
the facial gestures for bilabial and dental clicks, which are 
double-articulated stops with visible anterior and non-visible 
posterior closures. For bilabial and dental clicks, the anterior 
closures are visually quite similar to /b/ and /d/ [6]. 

3. Method 

3.1. Participants 

Consistent with the ages and numbers of participants in the 
previous report [1], Part A of the experiment included 20 
Australian English-learning 4-month-olds who successfully 
completed the same cross-modal transfer procedure used in [1] 

(described in Procedure) but with the new audio stimuli: click 
consonants (described in Stimuli). Part B included 20 
successful 11-month-olds of the same language background. 
An additional six 4-month-olds and eleven 11-month-olds 
were tested but failed to complete the experiment (cried [n = 
4]; fussy/inattentive [2]; failure to habituate [11]), i.e., the 
overall success rate was 70%. 

3.2. Stimuli 

The video stimuli for this study were the same as used in the 
previous report [1]. They were of labial versus alveolar voiced 
stop syllable spoken in American English, a different regional 
English accent than that of the Australian infant participants. 
Silent videos had been generated for the test trials, taken from 
tokens of AV recordings of clearly-articulated /ba/ and /da/ 
syllables produced by a native American English-speaking 
woman. One target token of each consonant was carefully 
selected such that each started from and returned to the same 
mouth and head position, facial expression, etc., and the two 
tokens contained the same number of video frames. The audio 
targets for the habituation trials were phonetically-different, 
non-native click consonants (bilabial /ʘxa/; dental /ǀxa/) 
produced with the same articulatory organs (POAs) as the 
video targets. The audio tokens were produced by a different 
talker, who was a native speaker of the !Xoo language, from 
Botswana, Africa. Clicks are a special type of double-
articulated stop consonant, in which the anterior of the two 
closures is released prior to the posterior (velar) closure. This 
sequential action causes a vacuum to form temporarily 
between the tongue surface and palate, which produces a 
noticeable “click” sound as air rushes in to fill the vacuum 
when the anterior closure is released and the posterior closure 
is still being held. Thus, the clicks obviously did not constitute 
an identity match to the video tokens. Nonetheless, what is 
crucial is that the !Xoo audio stimuli and English video stimuli 
corresponded both in the primary pair of articulators used, and 
in the type of anterior closure involved (stop consonant). One 
token of each audio target was carefully selected, for optimal 
similarity between the two on all acoustic dimensions other 
than those that critically distinguish bilabial and dental clicks. 

3.3. Procedure 

We used the same infant-controlled conditioned visual fixation 
habituation/preference task as in [1], designed to permit 
evaluation of infants’ cross-modal sensitivity to POA 
congruency (articulatory organ congruency) between audio-
only and silent-video syllables. The audio-only clicks were the 
habituation phase stimuli. In each habituation trial, infants 
heard their assigned habituation click (bilabial /ʘxa/ or dental 
/ǃxa/), counterbalanced across infants at each age. It was 
presented repeatedly (750 ms interstimulus interval) whenever 
they fixated on the colored checkerboard displayed on the flat 
screen computer monitor they were facing. A trial ended when 
the infant looked away for 2 consecutive seconds. These trials 
continued until the habituation criterion of two consecutive 
trials with <50% of the mean fixation the infant had shown 
during the first two habituation trials. Following this, two 
more trials of the habituation stimulus were presented as a 
control phase, to assure habituation (called “lag” trials because 
they delay the test phase). The lag trials were followed by two 
trials of the silent eyeblink video (called “buffer” trials), which 
were introduced both to accommodate the infant to the 
modality change, and to intervene between the audio- and 
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video-only speech targets, i.e., to delay the test phase. The test 
trials with the speech videos followed (4 trials of the /ba/ 
video, interleaved with 4 trials of the /da/ video), which played 
silently under the same fixation contingencies as described for 
the habituation trials. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the\is 
cross-modal transfer task. 

The four counterbalancing conditions (5 infants per age per 
condition) are summarized in Table 1. 

Articulator Audio habit’n Video: 1st trial POA Congruency 

Lips 
/ʘxa/ BA Congruent 
/ʘxa/ DA Incongruent 

Tongue 
Tip 

/ǀxa/ DA Congruent 
/ǀxa/ BA Incongruent 

Table 1: Counterbalancing conditions for audio habituation 
POA x POA-congruency on 1st video test trial. The non-native 
audio habituation stimuli are clicks from the !Xoo language of 
Botswana. The symbol ʘ stands for bilabial click, while the 
symbol ǀ stands for dental click; the superscript x stands for 
secondary velar frication. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of the cross-modal transfer task, from 
original study with an English between-organ stop contrast. 
Selected video frames illustrate the silent video targets in 
Phases 3 (eyeblink “buffer” trials) and 4 (test trials). Note the 
matched start and end faces for /ba/ and /da/; the place of 
articulation difference is visible, but only during closure-
release gestures of the stop consonants (frames 2-4, darker 
outline). In this study, !Xoo bilabial /ʘxa/ or dental /ǀxa/ clicks 
replaced the English stops (left side) as the audio habituation 
stimuli. 

1. Results 
As in the previous study [1] test trial fixation times were 
analyzed by ANOVA (analysis of variance): POA-congruency 
[congruent vs incongruent, re: habituation POA] and Trial [1st, 
2nd] were the within-subject factors, and POA-order of test 
trials [1st-trial congruent, 1st-trial incongruent] was a between-
subject factor. POA-order was a grouping factor; the other two 
factors were repeated measures. As in the previous report, only 
the first two test trials of each target video (/ba/, da/) were 
included in analyses, as preliminary analyses of the full test 
series indicated that the infants had already habituated to the 
video test trials by the second half of the test phase. 

4.1. Part A: 4-month-olds 

The only significant finding was a main effect for POA-

congruency, which indicated that 4-month-olds looked 
significantly longer to the video articulation that was the 
incongruent rather than congruent with the POA for the audio 
habituation click, F(1,18) = 4.87, p < .04, ηp

2 = 0.213. Because 
the congruency preference at this age in the previous study had 
been found to be reliable only when the first test trial showed 
the congruent face, and because the observation that the means 
for POA-congruency x POA-order for the clicks also 
suggested the analogous restriction might apply for the current 
incongruency preference (see Figure 2), we conducted simple 
effect tests on the congruency x order interaction. The results 
indeed indicate that the incongruency preference for the clicks 
was significant only if the articulation in the first test trial was 
incongruent with the POA of the audio habituation click, 
F(1,18) = 8.51, p < .03, ηp

2 = 0.25. No other main effects or 
interactions were significant. 

 
Figure 2: 4-month-olds’ responses to place of articulation 
(POA) congruency between the silent-video test trials and the 
audio-only !Xoo click consonant used in the habituation phase. 
The y-axis displays the total fixation time for each of the two 
types of video test trials, summed across the 4 trials per type. 
The two bars for each trial type display the effects of the POA 
congruency of the 1st test trial. 

 
Figure 3: 11-month-olds’ responses to POA congruency 
between the silent-video test trials and the audio-only !Xoo 
click consonant used in the habituation phase, displayed as 
described in the caption for Figure 2. POA-congruency failed 
to significantly affect performance at this age. 

4.2. Part B: 11-month-olds 

The 11-month-olds showed only a significant Trial effect, 
F(1,18) = 17.11, p < .0006, ηp

2 = 0.49. To determine whether 
the trial effect was reliable for both Congruent and 
Incongruent trials, we conducted simple effects tests on the 
POA x Trial interaction. The results indicated that the Trial 
simple effect was significant for both the congruent POA, 
F(1,18) = 22.93, p < .001, ηp

2 = 0.56, and the incongruent 
POA, F(1,18) = 4.4, p < .05, ηp

2 = 0.20. The POA difference, 
however, was not reliable for either test trial, consistent with 
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the lack of significant main effects and interactions for POA 
and POA-congruency (see Figure 3). 

5. Discussion 

The current finding is that both 4- and 11-month-olds respond 
differently to A➝V articulatory congruency for non-native 
between-organ click consonant contrasts than we had 
previously observed for either native or non-native between-
organ stop contrasts [1]. 

Several prior studies had demonstrated that infants prefer 
looking at the one of two talking faces that phonetically 
matches a synchronized audio speech signal [11, 12, 17, 18], 
and that infants’ perception of an audio speech signal is 
influenced by a synchronous but phonetically mismatched 
visual talking face [14-16]. However, as argued in the 
Introduction, synchronous bimodal tasks cannot clarify what 
exact type of information infants extract from each modality, 
or how they recognize the intermodal relationship between the 
two modalities for a given speech target. By temporally 
separating the audio and the video speech signals [1, 22], and 
presenting an intervening video of a nonspeech facial action 
(eye blinking) [1], it has been possible to begin addressing 
those questions. In our own previous cross-modal study, 4-
month-olds preferred A➝V articulatory congruency (a cross-
modal familiarity preference) for both native and non-native 
between-organ stop contrasts, but only if the first video test 
trial displayed a stop consonant gesture by the same articulator 
(POA) as that of the audio habituation consonant. But their 
familiarity preference was suppressed if the 1st test trial’s 
video POA was incongruent with the audio habituation target, 
suggesting that the detection of POA/articulator congruency in 
a rather demanding cross-modal task is fragile at 4 months of 
age. 11-month-olds differed from the younger infants on both 
the native and non-native stops. For English voiceless stops 
they showed the same directionality of POA preference as the 
4-month-olds, but it was qualified by a more complex 
responsiveness to POA-order. Unlike younger infants, the 11-
month-olds showed a reliable but short-lived incongruency 
preference (A➝V novelty bias) only for the incongruent POA 
video under Incongruent-1st conditions. This age differed even 
more strikingly from the 4-month-olds on the non-native 
ejective stops, for which they showed the reverse direction of 
preference as they had in responding to the native stops. If this 
pattern of developmental differentiation held up across 
different types of non-native between-organ contrasts, it would 
offer unequivocal support for the Amodal Articulatory account 
of infant A➝V speech perception, and accordingly weaken or 
refute the Learned Association and Intersensory Narrowing 
accounts. 

However, not all non-native between-organ contrasts are equal 
to adult or infant perceivers. Non-native contrasts vary in a 
number of potentially important perceptual dimensions, which 
may result in differences in infants’ sensitivity to A➝V 
relationships [see, e.g., 4, 24, 26]. Therefore, the present study 
directly addressed a crucial question: Does the developmental 
trajectory we observed for non-native ejective stops [1] extend 
to targets that are perceived as nonspeech, or is it limited to 
those perceived as speech? Our current results indicate that, 
indeed, that developmental trajectory we had observed earlier 
for detection of A➝V congruency does not extend to stimuli 
that adult speakers of the infants’ native language perceive as 

nonspeech sounds. Using the same cross-modal task as before 
with non-native between-organ click consonants, we found 
that 4-month-olds preferred AV incongruency but only if the 
1st face was incongruent, rather than showing the comparably 
qualified preference for articulator congruency that we had 
seen for native voiceless stops and non-native ejective stops in 
our previous study. Interestingly, the incongruency preference 
for clicks at 4 months parallels our previous results with 11-
month-olds for non-native ejectives. Moreover, and even more 
strikingly at odds with our earlier findings, 11-month-olds in 
the current study failed to show any congruency effects for 
clicks. They only showed statistically equivalent declines in 
looking from test trial 1 to 2 for both the congruent and 
incongruent faces. Thus, with non-native clicks, which adult 
listeners of their native language discriminate well but 
perceive as nonspeech, even infants as young as 4 months of 
age already appear to perceive them differently than other non-
native consonants that adults do perceive as speech. The older 
infants clearly also treat non-native clicks differently than non-
native ejectives, as well as differently from the younger 
infants. Specifically, the older infants apparently fail to detect 
any A➝V relationship between audio click consonants and 
speech articulations subsequently produced by a silent talking 
face. We infer that these differences in the response to non-
native clicks versus non-native ejectives at both ages [1] 
reflect the infants’ recognition of the greater deviance of clicks 
than ejectives from native English consonants. However, the 
impact of that deviance on cross-modal A➝V perception 
clearly changes between 4 and 11 months. 

6. Conclusions 

We believe several new insights can be drawn from 
comparison between the new and the previous findings, with 
regard to developmental changes in infants’ A➝V cross-
modal speech perception. Specifically, we suggest that infants: 
1) prefer AV congruency for stimuli they hear as both 
speechlike and native-like; 2) respond to incongruency (A➝V 
novelty) for stimuli they hear as speechlike but recognize as 
deviant from native speech; 3) recognize clicks as deviating 
from native speech earlier (4 mo) than they recognize this for 
ejectives (11 mo); 4) only subsequently do they begin to 
recognize that clicks are too deviant to be perceptually 
assimilated to any English consonants and so shift to 
perceiving them as nonspeech; and 5) ultimately they fail to 
detect AV relations for stimuli they perceive as nonspeech, 
even if the target items are oral articulations that serve as 
contrastive speech elements in other languages. 

The Learned Association view [11,17, 20, 21], as with our 
previous findings, is once again unable to account for either 
age group’s behavior in the present study, especially by 
comparison to our previous findings with non-native ejectives. 
However, whereas the previous findings with non-native 
ejectives appeared inconsistent with Intersensory Perceptual 
Narrowing of the type described in [22], but consistent with 
the Amodal Articulatory Perception account [1, 25-27], the 
current findings throw new light on a possible complementary 
relationship between those two processes. Specifically, the 
current findings with clicks are at least partially compatible 
with Intersensory Narrowing. The older infants failed to 
display any cross-modal A➝V sensitivity to them, despite the 
fact that this age is capable of discriminating click consonants 
auditorily [3, 4], and our previous study demonstrated that 
they are sensitive to silent-video articulatory differences 
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between bilabial and alveolar/dental closures. That is, they do 
not have unimodal difficulties with the between-organ click 
difference in either modality, and yet they do fail to detect the 
intermodal A➝V relationship between them, as the 
Intersensory Perceptual Narrowing hypothesis predicts should 
be the case by 11 months. Conversely, whereas the prior 
finding with non-native ejectives appeared compatible only 
with the Amodal Articulatory hypothesis, the 11-month-olds’ 
cross-modal performance with click consonants violates the 
prediction that infants should continue to maintain intermodal 
sensitivity to between-organ contrasts even if those contrasts 
do not exist in their environment. They clearly do so for non-
native ejective stops, which they presumably hear as speech 
sounds, but fail to extend that ability to non-native clicks. We 
suggest that this is because they perceive the clicks as 
nonspeech sounds by this age, and Amodal Articulatory 
perception applies only to sounds that infants of this age 
perceive as speech. If the sounds are not speech, in short, 
infants near the end of their first year no longer accept a 
speech-articulation relationship between the audio signal and 
the video speech gestures. Future studies using electrocortical 
or brain activation measures may be needed to confirm the 
proposed differences between older infants’ responses to non-
native stimuli they perceive as speechlike, and those they 
perceive as nonspeech. 
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